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Reliability Centered Maintenance
A Cornerstone of Good Maintenance and Asset Management Programs

CONSTRUCTION SERIES

Course outcomes
• Review the well proven RCM method
• Learn how to make the RCM method successful in the industrial environment
• Implement and sustain RCM-based failure management programs
• Enhance RCM with increased emphasis on statistical analysis 
• Understanding Evidence Based Asset Management
• Link important elements of the RCM method with relevant international standards for 

risk management and failure management
• Set the stage for compliance with international standards for asset management

Without Continual 
Growth and Progress. 
Such Words as… 
Improvement, 
achievement  
and success  
have no meaning

Benjamin Franklin

“In depth information on negotiating 
contract and practical tips for drafting 
were delivered in a digestible way, not 
on an overwhelming timeframe.” 

Allete Clean Energy, Inc.

“Very interactive, good use of examples 
by using fellow attendee challenges as 
case studies.”

Nova Scotia Power

“This helped us walk away with key 
personnel to have at a negotiation and 
walked through some good real-life 
examples.”

 American Transmission Company 

“Clear and easy to follow. I feel I am 
taking back a lot of information back 
with me. “

Tri-State Generation and Transmission

“Content is very thought provoking & 
great interaction from group.

First Solar
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Reliability Centered Maintenance

Turning theory into practice
We have created a program that will introduce you to the skills, tools and the 
methodologies essential to the successful planning and controlling of projects.
Of particular focus will be the development of your own people management
and interpersonal skills required to deliver performance on projects at all levels. 
The course is driven by practical experience and your needs, giving you the opportunity 
to immediately apply your new understandings and skills to your own projects.

Why you should attend
The process of Reliability Centered Maintenance ensures physical assets continue 
operating as required. Successful implementation results in increased cost 
effectiveness, reliability, machine uptime, and a greater understanding of the level 
of risk that the plant is managing. This course will provide a strategy for developing 
and executing improvement plans that work well with the new values prevalent 
in today’s workforce. It also explains how you can use seemingly competing 
improvement tools to complement and enhance each other. Attendees will also 
receive a copy of trainer James Reyes-Picknell’s book, “Uptime: Strategies for 
Excellence in Maintenance Management,” 3rd edition.

Key areas to be covered in the Program and documentation
Day One

Asset Management Overview
• Definitions and intent (ISO 55000)
• Asset Management Policy, Strategy, Objectives and Plans

– Sets tone for managing assets
– From corporate strategy to planned actions

• Life cycle considerations
– Physical assets will outlast management and staff changes
– Providing value over a long period
– Balance of capital & operational spending through long asset life

• Plant asset management decisions
• The maintenance fit and why it is so important

– Forecasting spending and optimizing it

Practical Exercise: Group discussion

Maintenance Management Successful Practice
• The Uptime Pyramid of Excellence (based on the book “Uptime: 

Strategies for Excellence in Maintenance Management”
• Efficiency and Effectiveness

– Cost savings
– Seamless integration of processes
– Fewer breakdowns = greater revenues and lower costs

• Essentials
– Work management
– Materials management
– Basic Care
– Performance Management
– Support Systems

Practical Exercise: Group discussion

Day Two

Choosing Excellence
• Reliability - introduction and methods
• Evidence based decision making

Practical Exercise: Group discussion

Leadership
• People and teamwork
• Strategy
• “Command and Nurture” management

Reliability methods and tools
• Why bother? The business case for reliability
• Proactive vs. Reactive

–  Avoid losses with a proactive approach to managing 
consequences through maintenance and operational activities

• Root Cause Failure Analysis
–  When something breaks and you don’t want it to happen again

• Basic Reliability Calculations
• Overview of Weibull Analysis

–  A simple analysis method that pays huge dividends
• Asset Criticality and Risk Analysis (ISO 31000)

–  Put your engineering and analytical expertise to work
–  An excellent link to your corporate risk management system

Reliability Centered Maintenance
• Standard SAE JA-1011 methods
• RCM – Re-engineered

Practical Exercise: Group discussion 
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Program schedule day one and two
8:30  Registration and coffee
9:00  Morning session begins
10:30  Morning refreshments and networking break
12:00 Networking lunch
1:00 Afternoon session begins
2:30  Afternoon refreshments and networking break
5:00  Course concludes

Group discussion
A discussion will be held with the delegates on the current influence 
of technology in their everyday activities and an inspiring glimpse 
of the future of the field will be provided.

Trainers – key to our success!
marcus evans’ trainers are leading associate trainers. This ensures 
that our trainers are the best and most appropriate trainers for 
each individual course in terms of areas of expertise, training style, 
commercial industry experience and proven results. We choose trainers 
who are specialists in their respective fields and are dedicated to 
enhancing the skills and knowledge of our delegates through practical, 
interactive and applicable training.

Training style – making training dynamic!
Our trainers are selected on their ability to inspire, motivate and 
empower delegates. This is achieved by delivering training that is 
dynamic and relevant to the day-to-day challenges delegates face in the 
real world.
All of the training courses offered represent a blend of tried and tested 
methods as well as the latest tools, techniques, market research, case 
studies and dynamic ways of thinking.
A maximum of ten delegates per course in deluxe training venues 
allows for interactive training through group discussion, role-plays and 
exercises giving delegates the “how to” applicable and adaptable skills 
that they can use on returning to work. 

Hear what our customers are saying

Click here to view video testimonial

Pre-course questionnaire
To ensure that you gain maximum benefit from this event, a detailed 
questionnaire will be sent to you to establish exactly what your training 
needs are. The completed forms will be analysed by the course trainer. 
As a result, we ensure the course is delivered at an appropriate level 
and that relevant issues will be addressed. The comprehensive course 
material will enable you to digest the subject matter in your own time. 

In company training – Any topic, anytime, any place
Leverage our global network of trainers to deliver scalable training 
anywhere in the world both in English and a range of additional 
languages. Our global presence delivers local knowledge and 
operational logistics capable of supporting the most demanding 
of clients and diverse training needs. What we offer:
• Bespoke course development based on specific needs
• Ability to deliver as a one off course or a global training series across 

multiple sites
• Unbeatable stable of the best trainers across all industry sectors 

and disciplines
• Multi-lingual and culturally sensitive delivery
• Unrivalled operational support across our 59 office locations

Companies that have benefited from our in-house 
training delivery include
Banco General, Shamrock International, Caisse de dèpôt placement, 
Southern California Edison, PepsiCo, Erie Insurance, EZCORP Inc. 
and many more.

For more information contact us on 312 540 3000 ext 6714, 
or email us your training needs on EmilyJ@marcusevansch.com

marcus evans professional training

marcus evans professional training courses combine the latest tools, techniques, market research, case studies 
and dynamic ways of thinking, delivered by experienced trainers to ensure the skills and knowledge acquired are 
directly applicable to your organisation.

Research the latest concepts, tools, techniques and tried and tested methods

Trainers the highest standard of dynamic trainers with cross-industry experience

Tailored detailed pre-course questionnaires to address your objectives

Applicability training relevant to your needs and your workplace

Interactive limited numbers with group exercises, role-plays and feedback

Action planning, implementation and follow-up

Documentation comprehensive supporting notes and further reading materials

Venue deluxe facilities supporting the training environment

https://marcusevans.wistia.com/medias/jm0ybxsw97
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